Pad Printing Machines
ALFALAS® Laser Systems
Automations

RAPID Series
Pad printing machine

■ User-friendly 4" touch panel
for central control
■ Simplified and exact adjustment of
printing pad dwell times
■ Electromechanical drive
■ Integration in automations

Product update

New ease of use is impressive
The compact RAPID built-in machine series, which is designed for continuous operation, has been upgraded. Thanks to the new features,
the user-friendly touch panel and the electronic cam control unit, the machine is now even more convenient to operate.

RAPID 60 built-in with optional ink residue
pick-up system

Print area RAPID 90

State-of-the-art operation via user-friendly
touch display

The machines of the RAPID series are used
for integration in fully automated processes in
various industrial sectors, such as automotive,
toys, medical technology and many more. They
focus on product markings and decorations,
which are produced in high quantities and at
high process speed.

user-friendly touch control panel allows the setting of parameters such as speed, printing pad
dwell times or multiple printing. The electronic
cam control unit ensures accurate setting of
the stop and signal points within the machine
movement sequence.

systems, the options machine cross table (for
easier adjustment) and swiveling device (for
better accessibility) are available.
The product update of the series now makes
them even easier to use.

The machine impresses with its high speed and
at the same time with its high repeat accuracy.
Thanks to its smooth running, it provides for
a stable and continuous printing process. The

The RAPID series is available with useful, practical and additional extensions for individual
configurations. The optional ink residue pick-up
system is recommended for consistent print
quality. For the integration into automation
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